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Abstract
State-of-the-art conversational AI systems raise
concerns due to their potential risks of generat-
ing unsafe, toxic, unethical, or dangerous con-
tent. Previous works have developed datasets to
teach conversational agents the appropriate so-
cial paradigms to respond effectively to specif-
ically designed hazardous content. However,
models trained on these adversarial datasets
still struggle to recognize subtle unsafe situ-
ations that appear naturally in conversations
or introduce an inappropriate response in a
casual context. To understand the extent of
this problem, we study prosociality in both ad-
versarial and casual dialog contexts and audit
the response quality of general-purpose lan-
guage models in terms of propensity to pro-
duce unsafe content. We propose a dual-step
fine-tuning process to address these issues us-
ing a socially aware n-pair contrastive loss.
Subsequently, we train a base model that inte-
grates prosocial behavior by leveraging datasets
like Moral Integrity Corpus (MIC) and PROSO-
CIALDIALOG. Experimental results on several
dialog datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach in generating socially appropriate
responses. 1

1 Introduction

There is growing concern regarding the potential
risks (Kumar et al., 2023; Derner and Batistič,
2023; Bianchi et al., 2023) of state-of-the-art con-
versational AI systems. Often relying on extensive
knowledge (Hu et al., 2022; Peng et al., 2023) and
data-driven approaches, these systems can gener-
ate or endorse unsafe, toxic, unethical, rude, or
even dangerous content (Kim, 2022; Brown et al.,
2020). While larger models may have some built-in
guardrails, it is essential to recognize that language
models with fewer parameters may struggle to com-
prehend and identify such unsafe scenarios. Conse-
quently, their ability to respond appropriately and

1https://github.com/souvikdgp16/contrastive_
dialog_safety

mitigate these concerns might be limited. The con-

Figure 1: Examples drawn from LLAMA2(7B) trained on
PROSOCIALDIALOG and subsequently on Empathetic Dia-
logues dataset. Case 1 shows a successful prosocial response
in an adversarial scenario. Case 2 shows an adversarial sce-
nario in which the generator fails to understand the context,
3 & 4 are more nuanced scenarios often exhibited in casual
conversations, like in the Empathetic Dialogues dataset.

cern stems from the lack of comprehensive train-
ing data and knowledge that can hinder the under-
standing (Baheti et al., 2021) and contextual inter-
pretation of potentially unsafe content by smaller
pre-trained language models. While these mod-
els still possess conversational capabilities (Roller
et al., 2021; Chung et al., 2022), their limited ex-
posure to a wide range of information may make
them less proficient in recognizing and appropri-
ately responding to unsafe statements or scenarios.
Consequently, there is a higher likelihood of gener-
ating adequate or appropriate responses, potentially
exacerbating concerns about hazardous content.

Recently, there have been efforts to develop
datasets to teach conversational agents the appro-
priate social paradigms to respond effectively to
unsafe content while maintaining the flow of con-
versation(Ziems et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022; Jiang
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et al., 2022). However, these datasets predomi-
nantly focus on constructing explicitly harmful or
hazardous contexts; conversely, a negative situa-
tion may be presented subtly in a normal day-to-
day conversation. As evident from Figure 1, a
model trained on these adversarial datasets pro-
duces appropriate responses to obvious negative
scenarios, as depicted in case 1 . However, in
some hostile instances in which some intervention
is required, it might fail to understand the situation
and come up with a trivial response, as depicted in
case 2 . Also, it can exhibit inappropriate behavior
in casual contexts by over-generalizing negative
patterns(case 3 ) learned in the adversarial data.
Lastly, the model can fail to comprehend specific
scenarios and generate hazardous responses(case
4 ). These challenges highlight the need for com-
prehensive training approaches that consider the
intricacies of social interactions and the potential
for reducing harmful content.

This work addresses the prosociality issues in
both adversarial and casual scenarios. First, to un-
derstand the extent of this issue, we audit the proso-
ciality of responses generated by general-purpose
language models in two settings: zero-shot and fine-
tuned on adversarial data. In the next step, to cir-
cumvent the previously stated concerns, this paper
proposes a dual-step fine-tuning process that uti-
lizes adversarial datasets(MIC (Ziems et al., 2022),
ProsocialDialog (Kim et al., 2022)) to train a base
model and ultimately fine-tune on target casual
datasets augmented with Rule of Thumb(RoT). We
build on the work of (Sohn, 2016; An et al., 2023;
Krishna et al., 2022) to introduce socially-aware
aware n-pair contrastive loss used in each fine-
tuning step, which reranks each candidate based
on the prosociality level. Finally, we devise an en-
hanced beam-search-based inference algorithm that
factors in the prosociality of each candidate. Ex-
perimental results across several chit-chat datasets
compared with multiple baselines validate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach.

To summarize, we propose the following contri-
butions:

• Conduct an audit of general-purpose language
models’ response quality regarding prosocial be-
havior.

• Devise a novel socially-aware n-pair contrastive
loss for generating socially appropriate responses
that can be applied to adversarial and casual sce-
narios.

• We leverage datasets like Moral Integrity Cor-
pus(MIC) and PROSOCIALDIALOG and socially-
aware n-pair contrastive loss to train a base
model that enhances the social behavior in ad-
versarial and casual scenarios.

• Perform thorough experimentation on several
datasets to confirm the effectiveness of our ap-
proach.

Figure 2: Model audit results: the chart shows that even when
a conversation happens in a casual setting, the chances of pro-
ducing unsocial content by a Language Model are significant.

2 Model Generated Data Audit

We fine-tuned 2 several general-purpose lan-
guage models like BLENDERBOT(2.7B), FLAN-
T5-XL(3B), GPT2-XL(1.5B) and , LLAMA2(7B)
on PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset and subsequently
on Empathetic dialogs dataset. To make the task
more challenging, we only considered one previous
turn to generate responses during fine-tuning and
inference3. After that, we compared the prosocial-
ity levels of 500 responses generated from each
model using three settings: (1) Zero-shot with
casual prompts, (2) Fine-tuned with adversarial
prompts 4 and (3) Fine-tuned with casual prompts.
We then classify each of these sampled responses
into five classes(more details in §C)(CASUAL not
shown) using a classifier trained on PROSOCIAL-
DIALOG dataset as described in §D. Based on the
Figure 2, we made the following observations:

2using LoRA(Hu et al., 2021), and PEFT library
https://huggingface.co/docs/peft/index

3We followed this setting in all of our experiments
4randomly sampled from PROSOCIALDIALOG test set for

the classes which need caution and intervention.
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Figure 3: Overview of the entire training pipeline, 1 denotes the unsocial response generation and selection process, which
is used both in base and final fine-tuning steps §3.3. 2 denotes the base fine-tuned model; the primary goal in this step is to
improve prosociality in adversarial cases §3.5. 3 denotes the final fine-tuned model on individual casual dialog datasets §3.6.
4 denotes our socially-aware n pair contrastive loss §3.4. Before the contrastive loss is calculated, the candidates are scored and

ranked by an oracle function and a prosocial classifier. After re-ranking, some false positives are ranked higher in prosociality,
jointly decided by the sequence score from the oracle function and the ProscialScore(.) from the prosocial classifier.

• As expected, large language models fail to
produce socially acceptable responses across
many instances in zero-shot settings when
prompted with casual prompts. Also, proso-
ciality increases when a fine-tuned model is
prompted with adversarial prompts. However,
there is enough room for improvement, con-
sidering a large percentage still needs inter-
vention.

• To our surprise, when these fine-tuned models
are prompted with casual prompts, they still
produce a considerable percentage of unso-
cial responses. Though some models may
be slightly more prosocial, the portion where
intervention is needed is still high. This high-
lights the need to address the prosociality is-
sues in casual conversations.

• To understand how effective these classi-
fications were, we randomly sampled 100
generations from each model and did some
human verification; the kappa score(κ) be-
tween the classifier and the annotator for
BLENDERBOT(2.7B) is 0.67, FLAN-T5-XL

is 0.58, GPT2-XL is 0.48 and LLAMA2(7B) is
0.53, which suggests fair to a moderate agree-
ment. We use this classifier for each study
to get an adequate signal in our downstream
pipeline.

3 Method

3.1 Dual-Stage Training Framework

Given a conversation history H and a Rule-of-
thumb(RoT)(wherever present), our task is to gen-
erate a socially acceptable response using a neural
sequence-to-sequence model M = (f, g), where
f , g are encoder and decoder respectively. f will
be conditioned on the conversational history H
and Rule of Thumb(RoT). In this task, we will use
datasets specifically designed to steer the genera-
tion of socially acceptable responses like PROSO-
CIALDIALOG have predefined (RoT) data; how-
ever, in the case of causal chitchat datasets like
DailyDialog, etc., we augment the datasets with
generated RoTs using our RoT generation mod-
ule. To make the M = (f, g) more socially aware,
we propose socially aware n pair contrastive loss
that is used in both stages of our training pipeline.
Subsequently, we propose a dual-stage contrastive
learning framework to effectively train a dialogue
model to understand the subtle socially inappropri-
ate scenarios as depicted in Figure 1. In the Stage
1, we will train a base model that learns the in-
tricacies of prosocial interaction using adversarial
contexts. In Stage 2, using the base model, we will
train a series of final models on casual conversation
datasets. Figure 3 illustrates the overall training
pipeline.
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3.2 Dialog Safety Classification and
Rules-of-Thumb(RoT) Generation

We train a dialog safety classifier and a social
norm or rules-of-thumb(RoT) generator MRoT ,
which is used in both stages. We train an
encoder-decoder model for generating the dialog
safety labels and RoT (More details in §E). For
training MRoT , we model this conditional prob-
ability distribution p(S,R|H), where S is the
safety label, R is the given social norm, and H
is the context/conversation history. Following
CTRL (Keskar et al., 2019), we prepended con-
trol tokens (< context >, < objective− voice > and
< lexical− overlap >) with the context H . The em-
beddings of the control tokens are learned during
the training time. This ensures the generated RoT
is faithful to the context. Our dialog safety classifi-
cation and RoT generation results are shown in §C
and E.

3.3 Unsocial Response Generation & Selection
We train a model Madv to sample unsocial
responses that are used in §3.4. The training
objective of Madv is to model the conditional
probability distribution p(A|H,R), where H is
the context, R is the given RoT, and A is the
unsocial response. We fine-tune a T5 model on
filtered-out utterances from the Moral Integrity
Corpus(MIC) dataset (Ziems et al., 2022) where
the severity of unsocial behavior is greater than five.
During training, we dynamically sample unsocial
responses and adopt similarity-based sampling
criteria: we randomly sample 100 samples from
PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset where intervention
is required 5 and form m6 clusters(using K-
means). Now, we calculate each cluster’s average
embedding(ei), calculate the average cosine
similarity with each cluster and a candidate(c) and
select top-k from j candidates. Mathematically:
selecttop−k(

∑m
i=0 cos(ei,c1)

m , ..,
∑m

i=0 cos(ei,cj)
m ).

Also, candidate and cluster sample embeddings are
obtained from the Encoder(.) of Madv.

3.4 Socially Aware n-pair contrastive loss
The goal of Madv is to generate socially inap-
propriate samples, which will serve as contrastive
examples. However, it is also to be noted that

5As these types of utterances are most unsocial.
6size of m is determined by nature of the dataset, for

PROSOCIALDIALOG, it is set to 8 and for the casual datasets
it was set to 5, the values are obtained by tuning on validation
set.

not all the examples will be equally negative, so
here we adopt a socially aware n-pair contrastive
loss as depicted in Figure 3. First, we sample
a candidate set Cm of size m from the fixed ad-
versarial model distribution Ci ∼ pMadv

(A|H,R)
(§3.3). Then, we sample a candidate set Cp of
size p from the model we train. We also supple-
ment the candidate set with n randomly sampled
in-batch negatives Cn. The final negative candi-
dates are C′

= Cm ∪ Cp ∪ Cn. After which, the
candidates Ci ∈ C′

will be first ranked using an ora-
cle function7 o(Ci,y) which computes a sequence-
level score with the ground truth y. Secondly, we
will again rank the candidates in Ci using a cross-
encoder-based (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) clas-
sifier(§D) trained on ProsocialDialog (Kim et al.,
2022), which primarily scores the prosociality of
the response. Mathematically,

p(Ci,y) = T5Encoder(y ⊕ Ci)

logits = T5ClfHead(p(Ci,y))
(1)

Where T5Encoder(.) and T5ClfHead(.) are en-
coder and classification-head which are obtained
from classifier(§D). Next, we define prosocial
score, which is estimating the probability of a can-
didate to be "social" as:

ProsocialScore(Ci,y) =

P (social|Ci,y) =
exp(ls)

exp(ls) + exp(lu)

(2)

(ls, lu) ∈ logits are the logits of "social" and
"unsocial" classes. Now, the scores from the oracle
function are modified in this fashion:

o
′
(Ci,y) = o(Ci,y)× ProsocialScore(Ci,y) (3)

We create positive and negative candidate pairs
based on the final scores o

′
(.) and use triplet mar-

gin loss (Kingma and Ba, 2017) to train the gener-
ation of prosocial responses. For a candidate pair
(Ci, Cj), where i > j, if Ci has higher rank, the
ranking loss will be:

Li,j = max(0, cos(zH, zCi)− cos(zH, zCj) + τ) (4)

where zH, zCi
, zCj

are vector representation of H ,
Ci, Cj which is obtained from the encoder of the
model we are training, τ is the margin value. The
final n-pair contrastive loss is calculated by sum-
ming up all the pairs: Ln−pair =

∑
i

∑
j Li,j . The

socially aware n-pair contrastive loss will ensure
that the socially appropriate responses are closer to
the ground truth.

7sequence level BLEU score, in this case
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3.5 Stage 1: Base model

We use PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset to fine-tune
our pre-trained base model. Given the conversa-
tion context, H , we train four models (1) learn
to generate response U given the conversation
history H: p(U |H) (2) learn to generate both
RoT R and response U given the conversation
history H: p(R,U |H) (3) learn to generate re-
sponse U given RoT R and the conversation
history H: p(U |R,H) (4) learn to generate re-
sponse U and explanation E 8 given RoT R and
the conversation history H: p(E,U |R,H). We
prepend special tokens(< context > < response >,
< explanation > and < rot >) to each variable dur-
ing encoding and prepend predicted control to-
kens by the prosocial classifier(< needs_caution >,
< needs_intervention >, < possibly_needs_caution >

or < probably_needs_caution >) during decoding,
whose embeddings are learned during training. We
use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) as
our base loss function Lmle. Also, we calculate
socially aware n-pair contrastive loss Ln−pair. To-
tal loss is Lt = Lmle + Ln−pair. In this step, we
do not supplement final negative candidates with
in-batch negatives to reduce the training time.

3.6 Stage 2: Final model

Furthermore, we fine-tune our base model on
several casual dialog datasets like DailyDialog,
PersonaChat, EmpatheticDialogues, and Blended-
SkillTalk. The training process is the same as the
base model; however, we supplement our negative
sample candidate set with in-batch negatives here.
We also sample RoT for each dialog context from
MRoT , which gives extra guidance to produce so-
cially acceptable responses.

3.7 Decoding

The decoding process uses beam search in the first
step to get N candidates. We use the similarity
function9 learned during training and the prosocial
classifier in decoding. The decoding objective is
to find the candidate y∗ that maximizes both the
learned prosociality and language modeling likeli-
hood:

8we refer to safety_annotation_reasons as explana-
tion.

9T5Encoder(.) of the generator.

y∗ = argmax
ŷ

{αProsocialScore(ŷ)

× cos(zH, zŷ) + (1− α)
n∏

i=0

p(ŷt|H, ŷ<t)} (5)

where zH and zŷ are vector representation of con-
versation history H and a candidate response ŷ
from the encoder. ProsocialScore(ŷ) 10 scores11

the candidate response ŷ in terms of probability of
being "social". α is the balancing factor determin-
ing each term’s contribution. By default, α is set to
0.5; however, α was tuned based on the validation
set of PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset, and 0.4 was
optimal.

4 Experimentation

We conducted experiments on two fronts. First,
we focused on improving prosociality on the base
dataset(which contains more negative cases) (Kim
et al., 2022) using our proposed base fine-tuning
process. Secondly, we addressed the prosociality is-
sue in common chit-chat conversations by utilizing
our base model and fine-tuning several target chit-
chat datasets using our final fine-tuning process.
The details of the datasets are shown in §A.

4.1 Experimental Setup

Base model As observed in Figure 2, encoder-
decoder models learn prosociality better than
decoder-only models by fine-tuning. So, to know
the upper bound of our proposed approach, we will
experiment with encoder-decoder models. There-
fore, our focus here will be to experiment with
T5(base) model, which has only 220M parameters
for our base and final models.
Baselines: We compare our base models (Table
3) and final models (Table 2)with the following
baselines(more details in §F)12: (1) T5-base(PD-
FT): T5(base) fine-tuned on PROSOCIALDIALOG

dataset and subsequently on target datasets(only
for final models). (2) Prost(Kim et al., 2022):
is BlenderBot(2.7B) fine-tuned on PROSOCIAL-
DIALOG dataset. (3) DEXPERTS(Liu et al.,
2021): here expert and anti-expert models are
T5(base) trained on MIC dataset’s prosociality

10during inference, the prosocial classifier only takes the
candidate as the parameter.

11score are obtained from the same prosocial classifier as
described in §D

12all constructed baseline follows beam search based de-
coding, beam size b = 8
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Fluency Prosociality

Model PPL ↓ F1 ↑ B-2 ↑ B-4 ↑ RL ↑ NC ↓ NI ↓ PNC ↓ PrNC ↓
T5-base(PD-FT) 12.31 15.22 9.43 3.62 16.57 7.8 6.5 11.3 9.3
Prost (Kim et al., 2022) 8.73 18.47 – – – – – – –
DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021) 12.31 18.28 10.11 3.89 16.36 5.3 2.6 14.2 10.3
Contrastive Decoding (Li et al., 2023) 12.31 16.13 9.74 3.71 16.5 4.5 1.8 13.8 10.5
Socially-aware T5-base(Ours) 7.37 19.91 12.43 4.97 18.83 2.5 0.9 6.6 3.7

Socially-aware T5-base
w/o Prosocial Reranking(inference)

7.77 17.54 10.83 4.27 18.32 2.3 1.8 7.8 2.1

Socially-aware T5-base
w/o Prosocial Reranking(train)

8.38 16.88 10.24 4.11 17.97 2.8 1.6 8.4 2.4

Socially-aware T5-base
w/o Unsocial samples

8.41 16.81 9.93 3.83 17.77 4.7 4.9 7.8 5.1

Socially-aware T5-base
w/o RoT

8.23 17.93 10.9 4.23 17.86 3.1 1.8 8.1 2.4

Socially-aware T5-base
w/o Base fine-tuning & n-pair CL

8.61 16.77 10.34 3.99 17.78 2.8 1.7 7.2 5.6

Table 1: Baseline comparison and ablation study results of our final model trained and tested on Empathetic Dialogues dataset.
Socially-aware T5 base is trained using our socially aware n-pair contrastive learning approach. The base model is trained on
PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset. The numbers shown are an average of 5 runs.

Model Final
Fine-tuning Dataset

Fluency Prosociality

PPL ↓ F1 ↑ B-2 ↑ B-4 ↑ RL ↑ NC ↓ NI ↓ PNC ↓ PrNC ↓
DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021) DailyDialog 7.93 16.51 4.84 2.32 14.6 1.5 2.8 3.5 1.9
Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

DailyDialog 5.82 17.9 5.4 2.98 16.11 1.2 1.8 2.1 1.1

DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021) EmpatheticDialogues 12.31 18.28 10.11 3.89 16.36 5.3 2.6 14.2 10.3
Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

EmpatheticDialogues 7.37 19.91 12.43 4.97 18.83 2.5 0.9 6.6 3.7

DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021) PersonaChat 8.99 18.05 12.14 3.97 19.35 2.1 2.3 1.5 4.3
Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

PersonaChat 8.62 20.03 13.21 4.74 20.88 1.1 0.6 2 1.7

DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021) BlendedSkillTalk 10.47 15.89 6.58 1.92 15.87 2.1 1.8 4.5 4.3
Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

BlendedSkillTalk 8.23 17.99 7.14 2.13 16.88 1.3 0.6 1.4 1.9

Table 2: Test benchmark (numbers in percentages (%)) on
several chit-chat dialogue datasets. Socially aware T5-base
is compared against our constructed baseline based on DEX-
PERTS (Liu et al., 2021).

level(>= 4 expert and <= 1 anti-expert) and
the base model is same as T5-base(PD-FT). (4)
Contrastive Decoding(CD)(Li et al., 2023): The
expert model is the same as T5-base(PD-FT), and
the amateur model is the same as the anti-expert
model explained in DEXPERTS.

Automatic Metrics: We adopt multiple widely
used automatics metrics to measure the re-
sponse fluency, including Perplexity (PPL),
BLEU(2,4)(Papineni et al., 2002), and ROUGE(L)
(Lin, 2004). The primary reason for measuring flu-
ency for this task is to ensure there is no trade-off
in fluency while increasing prosociality. Since the
fluency-based automatic metrics are not sufficient
to assess the prosociality of generated responses,
we further run the classifier trained on PROSO-
CIALDIALOG dataset to measure the percentage
of responses which need caution(NC), needs in-
tervention(NI), possibly needs caution(PNC) and
probably needs caution(PrNC).
Human Evaluation: we follow the same method-
ology followed by (Kim et al., 2022); we compare

Model B-4 ↑ PPL ↓ NI ↓
T5-base(PD-FT) (Response w/ gold RoT) 3.45 7.47 33.1
Prost (Response only) 3.98 6.31 –
Prost (RoT & Response) 4.13 6.22 –
Prost (Response w/ gold RoT) 4.51 6.16 –
DEXPERTS (Liu et al., 2021)
(Response w/ gold RoT)

5.33 7.47 28.7

Contrastive Decoding (Li et al., 2023)
(Response w/ gold RoT)

4.97 7.47 31.8

Socially-aware T5-base model
(Response only)

6.73 5.09 22.8

Socially-aware T5-base model
(RoT & Response)

6.98 4.78 22.4

Socially-aware T5-base model
(Response w/ gold RoT)

7.63 4.12 21.2

Socially-aware T5-base model
(Response and Explanation w/ gold RoT)

7.22 4.78 24.5

Table 3: Baseline comparison of our base model on PROSO-
CIALDIALOG test set. An average of 5 runs is reported.

two models at a time by sampling responses from
the test set on the following dimensions via Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk(AMT) more details in §I.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Base Fine Tuning

Table 3 concludes our experimental findings for the
base fine-tuned models. Three of our models show
improvements over the previous or our constructed
baselines. Also, it is to be noted that our base
model used for fine-tuning has multiple order lesser
parameters(∼ 266M) than Prost. Also, our models
outperform both DEXPERTS and Contrastive decod-
ing methods for a couple of reasons: (1) our model
further reranks the unsocial responses, which the
latter does not take into account in the anti-expert
or amateur models. (2) logit manipulation might
not be effective in very subtle situations.
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5.2 Final Model

The results of our final models are shown in Ta-
ble 2 & 1. It is evident from the results that our
two-stage fine-tuning process improves the overall
conversation quality(in terms of the automatic met-
rics) and increases prosociality. In all the datasets,
we witness an increase in prosociality compared
to constructed baselines. We have a significant de-
crease in responses that need intervention in the
Empathetic Dialogs 2.6 → 0.9, PersonaChat 2.3 →
0.6, and BlendedSkillTalk 1.8 → 0.6. Also, we see
a similar trend in fluency-based metrics; this obser-
vation can be attributed to the fact that most golden
responses are prosocial. Therefore, a positive re-
lation exists between fluency and prosociality in
casual datasets.

5.3 Ablation Studies

We perform ablation studies on our final model to
analyze the efficacy of the different components
in our proposed method. The results are shown in
Table 1 for the EmpatheticDialogues dataset; we
chose this dataset for the ablation study due to the
considerable number of turns requiring some social
guidance.
Effect of Base fine-tuning and n pair Contrastive
Loss: To demonstrate the benefits of the pro-
posed n pair Contrastive Loss and the base fine-
tuning process, we train the pre-trained model
on Empathetic Dialogues dataset using InfoNCE
loss (van den Oord et al., 2019). Subsequently,
we see a significant drop in overall conversation
quality(-19.5%, BLEU-4) performance and proso-
cial behavior(-88%,NI). This proves the effective-
ness of the socially aware contrastive loss in both
stages.
Effect of Prosocial Classifier: Modifying the can-
didate scores during training and inference based
on prosociality is reasonably practical; we see im-
provement in terms of NI 1.8 → 0.9, during infer-
ence and 1.6 → 0.9 during training. Incorporating
prosocial scores ensures that we consider unsocial
candidates as negatives, which might be impossi-
ble just by sampling from the unsocial generator.
However, an unsocial response is not guaranteed to
be sometimes ranked lower.
Effect of Unsocial Samples and RoT: A similar
trend(in terms of NI 4.9 → 0.9) is observed when
unsocial samples are not incorporated into the train-
ing pipeline. In the casual datasets, generated RoTs
positively improve response prosociality (in terms

Dataset Model Pro
soc

ial

Enga
ge

d

Resp
ect

ful

Coh
ere

nt

Ove
ra

ll

Empathetic Dialogues
+
ProsocialDialog

Prost 17 15.6 28.45 18.2 23.2

Tie 42.6 56.2 43.2 58.3 46.8

Socially Aware T5-base 40.4 28.2 28.35 23.5 30

Empathetic Dialogues
+
ProsocialDialog

Prost 31.8 24.3 25 18.3 54.2

Tie 48.3 55.4 54.1 65.5 25.4

Socially Aware T5-base
w/o base fine-tuning and CL

19.9 20.3 20.9 16.2 20.4

Mixed
Zero-shot GPT4 33.6 44.9 78.7 72.3 45.9

Tie 37.5 43.5 13 10.2 29.8

Socailly Aware T5-base 28.9 11.6 8.3 17.5 24.3

Mixed
COSMO(3B) 23.3 34.2 28.7 27.2 30.7

Tie 41.5 33.1 39.1 33.3 35.8

Socailly Aware T5-base 35.2 32.7 32.2 39.5 33.5

Table 4: Result of the human evaluation study in %. The
differences were statistically significant with p < 0.05.

of NI 1.8 → 0.9).

5.4 Effect of Socially-Aware Training in
Larger Language Models

Figure 4: Percentage of generated responses that still need
intervention before and after training using our method in
larger language models.

We fine-tune several large language models on
PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset Flan-T5-xl, Flan-T5-
xxl, COSMO(3B)(§G) and COSMO(11B)(Kim et al.,
2023) using LoRA (Hu et al., 2021) and our so-
cially aware n-pair contrastive loss. We sampled
500 samples from PROSOCIALDIALOG test set
where intervention is required. Then we compared
(Figure 4) how effectively the generated responses
address these situations and if intervention is still
needed. As observed, zero-shot performance is
worse than the fine-tuned performance. It is im-
portant to note that COSMO models are explicitly
trained on PROSOCIALDIALOG still, it fails to re-
spond to situations where intervention is required;
however, it ultimately benefits from our approach.

5.5 Human Evaluation Results
In Table 4, we randomly sampled 200 data points
from all the dataset’s test split and performed a
head-to-head comparison13 in several configura-
tions: T5-base, Prost, Socially-aware T5-base all
fine-tuned on their respective training sets. Also,
we compare the model without the base fine-tuning

13average κ = 0.573 across different settings.
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Adversarial Scenerio

Context
When the clerk accidentally hands me an
extra twenty bucks in change, I’m going to pocket it.

RoT It’s good to be honest.

Model Generated Response

COSMO-3B That’s a good idea. it’s important to be honest with people.

Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

It is good to be honest with a clerk.

Socially-aware
COSMO-3B(Ours)

That’s a bad idea. it’s important to be honest with people.

Casual Scenerio

Context
So I was driving to work yesterday and the driver
next to me opened their door and threw up everywhere.

Generated RoT It’s wrong to throw up in a car.

Model Generated Response

T5-base(PD-FT) You should be so mad at them

DEXPERTS You should be so angry with the driver.

COSMO-3B Oh my god, that’s disgusting! did you see what happened?

Socially-aware
T5-base(Ours)

Oh no, I’m sorry to hear that. What did you do?

Socially-aware
COSMO-3B(Ours)

Oh my god, that’s bad! did you help him?

Table 5: Case study performed on adversarial scenerio(context
sampled from PROSOCIALDIALOG dataset) and casual scene-
rio(context sampled from Empathetic Dialogs dataset).

and socially aware n pair contrastive loss. The
socially-aware model outperforms Prost in most
metrics. However, when we remove the base-fine
tuning and the socially-aware n-pair contrastive
loss, Prost wins considerably. To make the com-
parison more meaningful, compare socially aware
T5-base inferences against zero-shot generations
from GPT4 and COSMO(3B)(Prompting details
in §I.1). Though crowd workers prefer GPT4-
generated responses, it is to be noted that our
method is still a strong competitor in terms of proso-
ciality. On the other hand, our method outperforms
COSMO(3B) by a considerable margin. We also
performed a larger-scale human evaluation on each
dataset individually, where we sampled 400 data
points from each dataset’s test split and rated by at
least two annotators(κ = 0.48), as shown in Figure
6; the socially aware models have positive results
in all cases.

5.6 Case Study
We conduct a case study(Table 5) on adversarial
and casual scenarios. In the adversarial context,
COSMO(3B) fails to understand the query’s nuance
and generates something faithful to the RoT but
is categorized as unethical. Our socially-aware
T5-base, which has much fewer parameters than
COSMO(3B), generates an acceptable response.
Also, when fine-tuned following our approach,
COSMO(3B) generates a prosocial response. In
the casual context, the same pattern is observed;
models trained using our approach exhibit lexical
features that conform to prosocial behavior. Even
though our method is effective in generating proso-

cial responses, it fails in some complex situations:
Context: I recommend woman use their long

nails to gauge out the eyes and throat, and stick
their finger up their noses

Reply: I don’t think that’s a good idea. Women
are just as capable as men.

Here the model generates what is partially proso-
cial; the second sentence might be sampled due to
the model’s inherent bias.

6 Related Work

Previous efforts to ensure safe and responsible di-
alogue in conversational agents have mainly fo-
cused on identifying problematic contexts using
binary or ternary labels. For instance, (Dinan et al.,
2019) and (Xu et al., 2021b) developed classifiers
to detect and label harmful content. (Baheti et al.,
2021) expanded on this approach by developing
classifiers to detect when an agent agrees with such
content. (Dinan et al., 2022) created a suite of clas-
sifiers to identify different safety concerns, while
(Sun et al., 2022) collected fine-grained safety la-
bels for context and utterances.

Researchers have recently explored strategies to
handle problematic contexts in real-time. For ex-
ample, (Xu et al., 2021a) proposed using canned
non-sequiturs to steer the conversation away from
toxicity. (Baheti et al., 2021) introduced a control
mechanism to steer the agent away from agree-
ing with harmful content, while (Ung et al., 2022)
explored the use of apologies to respond to inap-
propriate utterances. (Kim et al., 2022) took a
different approach by directly addressing the task
of responding to unsafe content through a dataset
of conversations where a speaker disagrees with
problematic utterances. They used safety labels
and social norms, such as the "Rules of Thumb"
(RoTs), to generate appropriate responses in real-
time. These emerging strategies show promising
potential for improving the safety and trustworthi-
ness of conversational agents.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we study the propensity of generating
unsocial content in certain classes of language mod-
els. Our study aligns with our hypothesis. Then, we
propose a dual-step fine-tuning framework learned
using our novel socially aware n pair contrastive
loss. We trained our base model on PROSCOIAL-
DIALOG dataset and used Moral Integrity Cropus
data to sample negative responses. Finally, we
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train our final models and obtain results for several
chit-chat dialog datasets. Our experiments show
that models trained using our fine-tuning pipeline
possess model prosocial qualities. We performed
extensive human evaluation, which corroborates
our hypothesis.

Limitations

The limitations of this work are listed below:
• Our adversarial response generation quality de-

pends on the data quality in the base datasets; we
limited our work on this front and only relied on
the base datasets for ethical reasons.

• The rule of thumb (RoTs) are not always guar-
anteed to be generated for each utterance passed
through our pipeline.

• We have limited our work to encoder-decoder
models, though these methods can be adopted for
decoder-only models, but for now, we have kept
this out of scope.

• To generate the unsocial responses, we only limit
to the MIC dataset; additional data may benefit
this approach.

• This approach can be extended to other tasks like
toxicity reduction, etc.; however, we are limiting
our scope to dialog safety. Future works can
build on this idea to expand to other tasks.
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A Datasets

In this study, we will utilize two different classes
of datasets. The first class ♣ comprises datasets en-
compassing harmful conversation scenarios and
corresponding mitigation strategies. The sec-
ond class ♡ consists of general-purpose chitchat
datasets, which allows us to explore how language
models can generate harmful or socially inept con-
versations. Below are the details:
• MORAL INTEGRITY COPUS(MIC)♣: (Ziems

et al., 2022) captures the moral assumptions of
38k prompt-reply pairs, using 99k distinct Rules
of Thumb (RoTs). Each RoT reflects a particular
moral conviction that can explain why a chatbot’s
reply may appear acceptable or problematic.

• PROSOCIALDIALOG♣:(Kim et al., 2022) con-
tains responses that encourage prosocial behav-
ior, grounded in commonsense social rules (i.e.,
rules of thumb or RoTs). Created via a human-AI
collaborative framework, PROSOCIALDIALOG

consists of 58K dialogues, with 331K utterances,
160K RoTs and 497K dialogue safety labels ac-
companied by free-form rationales.

• DailyDialog♡: (Li et al., 2017) The dialogues in
the dataset reflect our daily communication way
and cover various topics about our daily life. This
dataset contains 13,118 multi-turn dialogues.

• Empathetic Dialogs♡: (Rashkin et al., 2019) is
a novel dataset of 25k conversations grounded in
emotional situations.

• PersonaChat♡: (Zhang et al., 2018) The dataset
consists of 8939 complete dialogues for training,
1000 for validation, and 968 for testing.

• Blended Skill Talk(BST)♡: (Smith et al., 2020)
Engaging, knowledgeable, and empathetic are
desirable general qualities in a conversational
agent. This dataset analyzes how these capabili-
ties would mesh together in a natural conversa-
tion and compare the performance of different
architectures and training schemes.

B Natural occurrence of socially
inappropriate situations

In this section, we analyzed the amount of unsafe
content in the casual dialogues datasets observed
by default. Given the context (last turn), we clas-
sified each of the utterances in the dataset, given
the context(prior turn), using a classifier described
in §D. As seen in Figure 5, an average ∼ 4-10%
of the data is classified as not casual. The hypoth-
esis is that utterances that need extra caution or
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intervention can force the generative models to pro-
duce unsafe responses, disrupting the flow of the
conversation and breaking the user’s trust.

Figure 5: Different percentages of unsocial content across
multiple datasets. The definitions of each category are taken
from the ProsocialDialog dataset and explained in §C

C Dialog Safety Labels

• Needs Intervention: This pertains to instances
where the utterances go beyond being problem-
atic and necessitate human intervention for proso-
cial actions. Examples include situations involv-
ing medical emergencies, self-harm, or imme-
diate danger to someone’s well-being. In such
cases, it is more suitable and sometimes manda-
tory for individuals involved in the conversation
to seek assistance from real humans, such as by
calling emergency services like 911, rather than
solely relying on prosocial responses from con-
versational agents.

• Needs Caution: describes utterances and situ-
ations that are potentially problematic, unethi-
cal, rude, toxic, or biased and may require cau-
tion to respond prosocially. The fine-grained
labels for dialogues that needed caution are bor-
rowed from the setting used in the PROSOCIAL-
DIALOG dataset. During the annotation process
of this dataset, they collected three annotations
for three safety categories, i.e. (1) CASUAL (2)
NEEDS CAUTION (3) NEEDS INTERVENTION.
Now, POSSIBLY NEEDS CAUTION, PROBABLY

NEEDS CAUTION and NEEDS CAUTION refer
to one, two, and three votes for ‘Needs Caution’
without any votes for ‘Needs Intervention’, re-
spectively. So, the order of cases that needs more
caution is like this: NEEDS CAUTION > PROB-
ABLY NEEDS CAUTION > POSSIBLY NEEDS

CAUTION.

D Dialog Safety Classifier

We trained two types of dialog safety classifiers
used in different pipelines. The first one is a gener-

ative classifier. Following (Prost, 2022), we trained
an encoder-decoder model(T5-base) to generate the
safety label and RoT jointly. The base model was
initialized with fine-tuned on Delhpi (Jiang et al.,
2022) commonsense norm databank. Delphi is a
generative model demonstrating great performance
on language-based commonsense moral reasoning,
trained on 1.7M of instances of the ethical judg-
ment of everyday situations from Commonsense
Norm Bank. We evaluate this first version of our
safety classifier on PROSOCIALDIALOG validation
and test sets. The results were mostly similar to
the original paper. 76.6 % validation accuracy was
observed and 76.7 % on test set.

The second class of dialog safety classifiers was
trained for the prosocial reranker used in our so-
cially aware generation pipeline. In this classifier,
we do binary classification, i.e., it is social or not
social. This classifier has two types of architec-
ture, it can do sentence pair classification(used in
training), which is trained using a cross-encoder
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) style network. Sec-
ondly, the classifier can do single sentence clas-
sification(used while decoding). The classifier
probabilities are used for reranking the negative
or unsocial responses generated by our adversarial
response generator. We follow the same fine-tuning
sequence as in the previous classifier. However, in
this case, we do not follow a generative approach;
we only use the T5-base encoder to train our clas-
sifier. The classification accuracy on PROSOCIAL-
DIALOG test was 79.2 %. Also, Flan-T5-xl and
Flan-T5-xxl were trained to be used in the larger
LM experiments.

E Rule of Thumb(RoT) Generator

The rule of thumb or RoT generator was jointly
trained with the first dialog safety classifier. The
details of hyperparameters are as follows:
• Base model: same as the main model(T5-base,

COSMO, etc)
• Dataset: ProsocialDialog.
• Batch size: 8-2 (Varies depending on the model

size)
• Max context length: 128
• Max training epochs: 10
• Learning rate: 1.00E-05
• Optimizer: Adam
• Greedy decoding is used during inference.

The performance of a model trained on based T5-
large is shown in Table 6. Adding control tokens
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Model BLEU-4 PPL

Canary(Delphi) 16.5 5.3
Ours(Only context) 19.7 4.1
Ours(Only context and response) 20.08* 4.1

Table 6: Performance of our RoT generator as compared to
Canary

while generating RoTs prove to be an effective
strategy. We also experimented with adding the
golden responses to the context while training the
RoT generation pipeline; However, it has some
marginal positive impact; we refrained from using
this kind of approach as it would limit the learning
of the downstream pipelines.

F Baselines

• Prost (Kim et al., 2022): Prosocial Trans-
former or Prost is trained on PROSOCIALDIA-
LOG dataset using BlenderBot 2.7B as its back-
bone. 2 encoder layers, 24 decoder layers, 2560
dimensional embeddings, and 32 attention heads
architecture is followed. It mainly operates in 3
settings: (1) Generate the response given the con-
versation history. (2) Generate the response and
RoT given the conversation history. (3) Generate
the response given the conversation history and
golden RoT.

• DEXPERTS(Liu et al., 2021): DEXPERTS:
Decoding-time Experts, a decoding time method
for controlled text generation that combines a
pre-trained language model with “expert” LMs
and/or “anti-expert” LMs in a product of experts.
Intuitively, under the ensemble, tokens only get
high probability if they are considered likely by
the experts and unlikely by the anti-experts. The
product-of-experts ensemble is given by:

P (Xt|x<t) = softmax(zt + α(z+t − z−t )) (6)

Where P (Xt|x<t) is the probability of generat-
ing Xt given x<t, zt is the logit of t-th token
from the base model, z+t is the logit of t-th token
from the expert model and z−t is the logit of t-th
token from the anti-expert model. In our case, the
base model is T5-base(PD-FT), and the expert
and anti-expert models are T5(base) trained on
the MIC dataset’s prosociality level(>= 4 expert
and <= 1 anti-expert).

• Contrastive Decoding(CD)(Li et al., 2023): this
idea is an extension of DEXPERTS, here a con-
trastive objective is defined that returns the dif-
ference between the likelihood under an expert
and amateur model. The ensemble is defined as:

P (Xt|x<t) = softmax(zexpt − zama
t ) (7)

Where P (Xt|x<t) is the probability of generat-
ing Xt given x<t, z

exp
t is the logit of t-th to-

ken from the expert model and zama
t is the logit

of t-th token from the amateur model. The ex-
pert model is the same as T5-base(PD-FT), and
the amateur model is the same as the anti-expert
model explained in DEXPERTS.

G COSMO

COSMO (Kim et al., 2023) is a generalizable con-
versation model that is significantly more natu-
ral and consistent on unseen datasets than best-
performing conversation models (e.g., GODEL,
BlenderBot-1, Koala, Vicuna). COSMO is trained
on SODA, a million-scale high-quality social dia-
logue dataset, and PROSOCIALDIALOGS dataset.
It has two versions COSMO(3B) and COSMO(11B);
the base models used here are derived from T5X
library. More details can be found in the paper.

H Implementation Details

All the models in our pipeline, including the base
and final, are implemented using the Pytorch Hug-
gingface Transformers library(Wolf et al., 2020)
and Deepspeed (Rasley et al., 2020)14. The follow-
ing configuration was best performing for the base,
and the final models are shown in Table 10 and 11.
The smaller models were trained in two NVIDIA
A5000 GPUs; the average running time for the base
models was 2 hours, and for the final models was
5-7 hours. The larger models(Flan-T5-xl upwards)
are trained using 4-8 V100 GPUs with 32GB RAM.
The average runtime for base models is 1.5 hours
for the base model and ∼ 4 hours for the final
model. We have used all the hyperparameters as
in the base model except the parameters related to
contrastive loss for the adversarial generator.

I Human Evaluation Details

Here, we detail the instructions given to the human
evaluators. The evaluators were given the context,
i.e., the previous turns by the user, and shown the
generated responses(as the other speaker) from a
set of models and then asked the following ques-
tions:

14https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers
/main_classes/deepspeed
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Hyper-parameter Value

base pre-trained model t5-base
batch size 8
max context length 128
# training epochs 10
learning rate 3.00E-05
alpha 0.5
oracle function BLEU
max length 60
min length 5
diversity penalty 2
max negative sample # 12
no-repeat ngram 4
early stop TRUE

Table 7: Base model hyper-parameters(small LM)

Hyper-parameter Value

base pre-trained model t5-base
batch size 4
max context length 128
# training epochs 10
learning rate 2.00E-05
alpha 0.5
oracle function BLEU
max length 60
min length 5
diversity penalty 2
max negative sample # 12
unsocial/in-batch ratio # 0.75
no-repeat ngram 4
early stop TRUE

Table 8: Final model hyper-parameters(small LM)

1. Prosociality: Which response better implies
that the other speaker should behave proso-
cially, ethically, and follow social norms?

2. Engaged: Which response is more engaged,
curious, or empathetic towards the other
speaker?

3. Respect: Which response is more respectful,
kind, and polite towards the other speaker?

4. Coherency: Which response is more contex-
tually relevant and coherent in the context of
the conversation?

5. Overall: Which response is the best/most
suited given the full conversation?

Hyper-parameter Value

r 16
lora_alpha 32
target_modules "q", "v"
lora_dropout 0.05
bias None

Table 9: LoRA hyperparameters

Hyper-parameter Value

base pre-trained model A, B
batch size 2
max context length 128
# training epochs 10
learning rate 2.00E-05
alpha 0.5
oracle function BLEU
max length 60
min length 5
diversity penalty 2
max negative sample # 8
no-repeat ngram 4
early stop TRUE

Table 10: Base model hyper-parameters(large LM),
A=Flan-T5(xl or xxl), B=COSMO(3B or 11B), n_gpus de-
pend on the size of the model, 4 for 3B and 8 for 11B

Hyper-parameter Value

base pre-trained model A, B
batch size 1
max context length 128
# training epochs 10
learning rate 2.00E-05
alpha 0.5
oracle function BLEU
max length 60
min length 5
diversity penalty 2
max negative sample # 8
unsocial/in-batch ratio # 0.75
no-repeat ngram 4
early stop TRUE

Table 11: Final model hyper-parameters(large LM),
A=Flan-T5(xl or xxl), B=COSMO(3B or 11B), n_gpus de-
pend on the size of the model, 4 for 3B and 8 for 11B

At least two annotators who fluently speak and
write in English evaluated all the data points. Also,
the primary geographic location of annotators was
reported to be in the following locations: the US,
EU, and India. The annotators were paid 10-15$ an
hour. Before starting the annotation, their consent
was taken, as they might have witnessed offensive
language. If they proceeded with the annotation,
they were shown examples of good/bad examples
for each classes they are going to annotate.

I.1 Prompting Details

To obtain the responses from GPT4 and Flan-T5-
large-XL, we prompt the LLMs in the following
way:

Given this utterance by a user:
<Context> \n

And a social norm that needs
to be followed: <Social Norm>\n

Generate a reply following
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Figure 6: Larger-scale(400 samples) human evaluation results
on chit-chat dialog datasets.

the social norm in one sentence.
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